
 

Leather Chop Cup with Balls (Black) by TCC

Note: Chop Cups are Black/Dark Navy Blue.

 beauty and impact!

The video begins with a line from the movie "The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button".

Our lives are defined by opportunities, even the ones we miss.

You maybe have been looking for a good leather cup or ball set for years. You
also may have missed many opportunities to obtain a quality leather cup or ball
set these years, The reason may be that the price is too high, or the quality is too
poor, or some other reasons.

However, it is precisely because you did NOT purchase those expensive and
average quality Leather Chop Cup that led you here.

Search no further, as we have what we believe to be the best Leather Chop Cup
on the market, at an unbelievable price.

We highly recommend that you click on the video below, you will not be
disappointed:

As a classic and signature effect amongst all magic effects, the Cups and Balls
routine has birthed many different versions and handlings throughout the history
of Magic, but its core, method, and concept never changed.

It includes many types of magic effects in one routine - Vanishes, Productions,
Transpositions, even Transformations. The entire routine is presented on the
desktop, thus it looks extremely elegant. To a certain extent, elegance should be
an idiosyncrasy all magicians should adopt.

Most professional magicians have their own version of the Cups and Balls routine
and deeply believe that it is the path to becoming a true magician (Michael
Ammar's Cups and Balls is genius). Each magician will try to add different
seasonings to the routine to create his uniquely tasting dish.Studying the Cups
and Balls routine can help you understand magic better as a whole.
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The minimalist form of the Cups and Balls is a single Cup and Ball. And the
sharpest weapon available in the single Cups and Ball armory is the Chop Cup
(the inventor of the Chop Cup is Al Wheatley, here's a tribute).

The core point of the Chop Cup is that, it is very easy to get started. However, at
the same time, it does not diminish the magic, rather, some believe it is even
more magical - if you do not have much time to practice, it is a great choice.

That is why we are here today - Enter the TCC leather Chop Cup.
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